1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

What is new?Key findings•The use of clinical trial registries has substantially increased since 2005; however, publication bias is still pervasive (the results of many registered trials are never made available). Likewise, although registries should deter positive outcome reporting, this bias is still prevalent and registry entries are often inadequate for independent systematic reviewers to fully detect this source of publication bias.What this adds to what was known?•Publication bias and selective outcome-reporting bias represent major threats to the validity of systematic reviews and reduce our ability to produce valid conclusions based on a body of evidence. This review highlights that no empirical studies of current interventions have shown that they reduce this bias.What is the implication and what should change now?•Evaluation of the effectiveness of all interventions implemented to reduce publication or related biased is urgently required to focus campaigning and advocacy efforts on those most effective. In addition, for their potential to reduce publication bias to be realized, stricter regulation of trial registries is required, with explicit accountabilities and responsibilities, as well as detailed requirements for entries into mandatory fields and penalties for noncompliance.

Despite substantial global efforts to increase the publication of health-related research, about half of clinical studies remain unpublished [@bib1; @bib2]. As a result, published scientific literature represents an incomplete and biased subset of total research findings [@bib3]. Consequently, the nonpublication of research impedes our ability to make objective and balanced decisions about patient care and resource allocation. Publication bias (also sometimes referred to as dissemination bias) occurs when the publication (or nonpublication) of research depends on the nature and origin of the research and the direction of the results [@bib1; @bib4].

Numerous examples demonstrate the detrimental effect of publication bias on patient care [@bib5; @bib6; @bib7; @bib8; @bib9; @bib10; @bib11; @bib12] and health expenditures [@bib13]. The case of oseltamivir (Tamiflu) for preventing complications of influenza, for example, illustrates the real-world ramifications of publication bias. Billions of dollars were spent worldwide to stockpile oseltamivir based on a published body of evidence that was missing 60% of patient data [@bib13]. Likewise, clinical decisions based on biased bodies of evidence harmed millions of patients who received rosiglitazone [@bib12], gabapentin [@bib10; @bib11], paroxetine [@bib8; @bib9], rofecoxib [@bib6; @bib7], or reboxetine [@bib14].

Despite examples about the impact of publication bias and overall evidence about the nonpublication of a large proportion of research findings, publication bias is difficult to detect when investigating a specific question of interest. Statistically, current methods for assessing publication bias are characterized by low power and strongly rely on the magnitude of the true treatment effect, the distribution of sample sizes, and a reasonable number of studies [@bib15]. Consequently, the absence of a statistically significant correlation or regression does not necessarily indicate the absence of publication bias. Other methods such as the funnel plot and related imputation methods such as trim and fill have low interrated reliability or rely on the assumption that asymmetry is exclusively due to bias [@bib16].

Increased awareness of the harmful and unethical consequences of publication bias has led to the implementation of several measures to reduce the nonpublication of studies and its related publication bias. In 2010, Song et al. [@bib1] published an updated Health Technology Assessment that states that publication bias occurs during different stages of research but mainly before the presentation of findings at conferences and before the submission of manuscripts to journals. Based on their literature review, they list several measures to reduce publication bias that have either been proposed such as a right to publication or already been implemented such as prospective trial registration, mandatory sponsor guidelines, and others.

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the potential mechanisms of measures to reduce publication or related biases as presented by the Song report. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the path of trial conception through to the dissemination (or nonpublication) of trial results. The measures identified by Song et al. are shown in light gray shaded boxes, and their point of effect on the pathway is indicated by a light gray dashed line. In this figure, black boxes represent dissemination of results and dashed gray boxes represent nondissemination or publication bias.

To date, however, it remains unclear whether any of these measures achieves its intended goal, that is, to increase the availability of trial results and to reduce publication bias. Therefore, the objective of our systematic review was to identify and appraise empirical studies of interventions designed and implemented to prevent or reduce publication bias to determine their effectiveness.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

In this review, we concentrated on publication bias in the context of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in clinical medicine and only included studies that directly measured the effect of an intervention on reducing publication or a related bias. We used the measures identified by Song et al. [@bib1] as a classification framework and summarized our results in terms of the effects on publication bias or related biases, such as outcome-reporting bias, positive outcome bias, geographical or language bias, and so forth.

We included any empirical research study of a measure to reduce publication bias where an analysis was performed that sought to quantify or determine the success of the intervention in preventing or reducing publication bias or related biases. Many studies have demonstrated the existence of publication bias, and these were not the subject of this review. We did not include studies that merely demonstrated the presence of publication bias---such as the number of conference abstracts of RCTs that were subsequently published in full in journals or associations between industry sponsorship and positive results or delay in publication.

We searched MEDLINE (via PubMed), the Cochrane Library, EMBASE, CINAHL, PsycINFO, AMED, and Web of Science. The full search strategy is presented in "Additional material 1." We used medical subject headings and key words, focusing on terms for publication bias, related biases (i.e., "selection bias"), and for the known interventions (i.e., "registry," "prospective registration," "publishing/ethics," "disclosure," "peer review," "electronic publishing," "open access," "right to publication," "CONSORT statement," "conflict of interest," "research sponsor guidelines," and so forth). We initially searched sources from inception up to May 2012. In a second stage in April--June 2014, we performed updated and extended hand and electronic searches using forward and backward citation and reference tracking of pertinent key references ("snowballing") [@bib17]. In addition, we personally contacted experts in the field of publication bias for their suggestions of relevant studies. We imported all citations into EndNote X4 (Thomson Reuters).

We retrieved all results from searches and performed independent dual review of abstracts and relevant full-text publications. Disagreements were resolved between the two reviewers or with a third reviewer. A single reviewer performed an assessment of the risk of bias of all empirical studies (low, unclear, or high risk of bias), which was confirmed by a second reviewer. For RCTs, we used the Cochrane Collaboration risk of bias tool, assessing adequacy of randomization, allocation concealment, the impact of attrition, and incomplete reporting [@bib4]. We based the risk of bias assessment for observational studies on criteria outlined by Deeks et al. [@bib18]. For example, we assessed the comparability of groups and the appropriateness of the interpretation of statistical analyses.

We classified the interventions into the categories as listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and presented in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We then summarized the results of the included studies qualitatively.

For each outcome, we graded the quality of the available evidence (QoE) in a four-part hierarchy based on an approach devised by the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) working group (high, moderate, low, and very low) [@bib19]. This grading system reflects our confidence that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect. The factors that influence the QoE for a specific outcome are: the overall risk of bias of the studies and suspicion of publication bias, the consistency of the results (between the studies), the precision of the pooled result, and the directness of the studies regarding the subject studied, intervention implemented, and outcomes available. Factors that can increase the overall QoE are: when a large effect is present or a dose--response relationship is observed and the nature and direction of plausible confounding. A single reviewer graded the evidence and allocated a rating. A second, senior reviewer confirmed the rating.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

We identified 5,042 citations from searches and reviews of reference lists and screened 3,749 records, after removal of duplicates. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} documents the disposition of the review process. We located 38 articles that analyzed the effectiveness of interventions to prevent or reduce publication bias [@bib20; @bib21; @bib22; @bib23; @bib24; @bib25; @bib26; @bib27; @bib28; @bib29; @bib30; @bib31; @bib32; @bib33; @bib34; @bib35; @bib36; @bib37; @bib38; @bib39; @bib40; @bib41; @bib42; @bib43; @bib44; @bib45; @bib46; @bib47; @bib48; @bib49; @bib50; @bib51; @bib52; @bib53; @bib54; @bib55; @bib56; @bib57]. The included research provides evidence regarding: prospective trial registration; the peer review process; disclosure of conflicts of interest (CoIs); and open-access publishing. We did not locate any evidence on the other categories of interventions, that is, research sponsors\' guidelines, right to publication, or electronic publication. [Table 2/Appendix](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} at [www.jclinepi.com](http://www.jclinepi.com){#intref0010} provides information on the study design, intervention, results, and risk of bias rating for all included studies. Most of the studies we located were cross-sectional. Some were observational studies that relied on an historical control. Where randomized trials were available (i.e., for blinded peer review), they were often too small to provide adequate statistical power to detect small but potentially important differences. The QoE was generally reduced because of overall risk of bias, indirectness (e.g., because results were from within one medical specialty), or imprecision (where studies were small and confidence intervals included both a potential benefit and harm or no effect). [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of the QoE for each intervention.

We begin each results subsection by providing context about the theoretical background of why each specific measure could reduce publication bias. We then summarize the new evidence gained from our systematic review addressing the effectiveness of each measure.

3.1. Prospective trial registration {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Theoretical background {#sec3.1.1}

Prospective trial registration has multiple foreseeable benefits [@bib1]. First, registration of all clinical trials enables systematic reviewers to know of the existence of a trial and make every attempt to include its results in their review. Unfortunately, as we have seen in the case of the trials of oseltamivir for influenza, merely knowing of the existence of trials does not always enable reviewers to gain access to the trial results [@bib13]. A second benefit of prospective trial registration is that the trial protocols are publically available. This transparency should discourage (or completely prevent) cases where trialists change prespecified primary or secondary outcomes, sample size calculations, or other methodological aspects of their trial to present more favorable results in a final publication. A third benefit of trial registries is to allow systematic reviewers to easily detect cases where prespecified outcomes or methodological aspects of trials are changed and incorporate this knowledge into their summaries of the evidence [@bib4]. Finally, trial registries can act as repositories for trial results on trial completion.

### 3.1.2. Evidence about effectiveness {#sec3.1.2}

We located 30 studies that evaluated aspects of prospective trial registration related to publication bias [@bib20; @bib21; @bib22; @bib23; @bib24; @bib25; @bib26; @bib27; @bib28; @bib29; @bib30; @bib31; @bib32; @bib33; @bib34; @bib35; @bib36; @bib37; @bib38; @bib39; @bib40; @bib41; @bib42; @bib43; @bib44; @bib45; @bib46; @bib47; @bib48; @bib49]. These studies offered data on several key issues: whether the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) policy on accepting only manuscripts of prospectively registered trials has increased the proportion of trials registered (use of registries); whether prospective trial registration decreases the proportion of scientific publications that report different key outcomes or methods than those initially registered (i.e., discourages selective outcome-reporting bias); the quality and accuracy of information contained in trial registries (i.e., for systematic reviewers to be able to detect selective outcome-reporting bias if it occurs); and finally, whether the FDA Amendment Act 2007 mandating that trial results be available in registries is effective.

#### 3.1.2.1. Use of trial registries {#sec3.1.2.1}

Since 2005, the ICMJE have applied a policy of accepting only manuscripts of trials that have been prospectively registered, however, not all biomedical journal adhere to the ICMJE policy [@bib20]. Seven studies indicated that implementation of the ICMJE policy in 2005 has led to an increase in the proportion of trials that are prospectively registered (moderate QoE) [@bib20; @bib23; @bib33; @bib37; @bib39; @bib46; @bib48]. For example, one before and after study of the trial registry [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0015} showed that the number of registered records in the 6 months around the implementation of the ICMJE policy in September 2005 increased by 73% from 13,153 to 22,714 [@bib20]. Likewise, a cross-sectional analysis of 137 reports of RCTs in oncology showed that the proportion of registered trials increased from 0% to 80% between 2002 and 2008 [@bib23], and a review of RCTs in oncology revealed that the registration rate increased from 43% to 82% between 2005 and 2009 [@bib39].

#### 3.1.2.2. Discouraging selective outcome-reporting bias {#sec3.1.2.2}

Fourteen studies of registry entries provide evidence that the problem of positive outcome-reporting bias still exists, even for prospectively registered trials (low QoE). Specifically, between 30% and 50% of primary outcomes and up to 65% of secondary outcomes are changed between the first and last entry of study information in trial registries or differ between registry entry and journal publication [@bib22; @bib23; @bib27; @bib28; @bib29; @bib30; @bib35; @bib36; @bib40; @bib41; @bib42; @bib44; @bib47; @bib49].

In one study, it was shown that a noninferiority margin was specified in only 32% of entries of noninferiority trials in [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0020} [@bib27]. The very existence of these studies, however, illustrates the improved ability of systematic reviewers to detect this bias when it occurs (e.g., through the "archive feature" of [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0025}).

Although we know selective outcome reporting still occurs, it may have conceivably been reduced by prospective trial registration. To quantify this comparison, Rasmussen et al [@bib23] conducted a cross-sectional analysis of 137 published reports of 115 distinct RCTs that evaluated the 25 oncology drugs newly approved for use by the FDA in the period 2000--2005 and compared those that were prospectively registered with those not registered. All articles were published between 1996 and 2008. The authors did not find any difference between the likelihood of registered studies to favor the test drug as compared with nonregistered RCTs \[odds ratio (OR) 1.11; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.44, 2.80\]. These results indicate that the use of trial registries is increasing; however, no effect on reducing, positive outcome-reporting bias could be seen (very low QoE).

#### 3.1.2.3. Detecting selective outcome-reporting bias {#sec3.1.2.3}

Prospective trial registries could assist systematic reviewers or other independent persons to detect selective outcome-reporting bias by allowing them to cross-check planned primary and secondary outcomes and potential subgroup analyses with those presented in the publications of result of trials. For this to be possible, the data in trial registries must be accurate and complete. We located 10 studies that indicate that many entries in trial registries contain missing or faulty information regarding outcomes and important methodological aspects of trials (low QoE) [@bib20; @bib22; @bib24; @bib25; @bib30; @bib31; @bib34; @bib38; @bib43; @bib45]. Nonetheless, the reporting of methods in registered trials is probably better than that of nonregistered trials (one study, very low QoE) [@bib26].

In detail, the largest cross-sectional study of 7,515 registered clinical trials in [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0030} conducted in 2007 indicated that only 66% provided details on the primary outcome and only 56% described secondary outcomes [@bib24]. Records entered by the top 10 pharmaceutical companies around the time of the implementation of the ICMJE compulsory trial registration policy were even more imprecise: in 657 records only 31% provided specific information on the primary outcome including the measure and the time frame [@bib20]. When details of primary and secondary outcomes are entered into registries, the entries are often too vague for them to be useful for systematic reviewers to retrospectively detect bias. For example, several studies showed that the reporting of outcome measures and time for follow-up of outcomes was vague [@bib24; @bib30; @bib31]. Examples include: providing an outcome such as "anxiety" but no measurement scale or providing a measurement (specific rating scale) but no time frame or method of analysis (e.g., categorical, change from baseline, period of follow-up).

A similar pattern was seen in the reporting of methodological aspects of trials in registries. One study that evaluated the adequacy of reporting of key methodological study details in 265 records of RCTs retrieved from the seven registries accessible through the World Health Organization meta-registry International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP) search portal (which at that time consisted of [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0035} plus six primary registries from Australia, China, India, Germany, ISRCTN, and the Netherlands) showed that most records provided no useful information or insufficient detail on allocation concealment (98%), blinding (86%), or harms (90%) [@bib25]. Explicit reporting of sample size calculations was adequate in only 1% of entries. In general, the Australian and Indian registries had a higher proportion of adequate reporting of methods, and these registries also provided specific fields for most of the methodological items assessed. This indicates that specific questions regarding trial methods are necessary to ensure that the information in the registry is usable for systematic reviewers.

Despite the fact that many registry entries contain vague information on outcomes or little information on trial methods, they may still be better than the information available for nonregistered trials. A cross-sectional study of 144 RCTs published in 55 journals compared the adequacy of methodological details such as participant flow and randomization implementation [@bib26]. Reporting was significantly better in publications of RCTs that had been prospectively registered (participant flow: 76% vs. 38%, randomization: 48% vs. 22%). Similarly, where available, the reporting of methods was generally more detailed in registry entries than in the associated publications [@bib42; @bib45].

#### 3.1.2.4. Mandatory availability of results {#sec3.1.2.4}

One study specifically compared the availability of results in the [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0040} registry for pediatric trials subject to the FDA Amendments Act [@bib32]. Of the 738 trials that were located and were subject to mandatory reporting, only 22% had reported results after 12 months. This is compared with 10% of trials not subject to mandatory reporting (QoE is very low).

3.2. Changes in the peer review process {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Theoretical background {#sec3.2.1}

The role of the peer reviewer is to decide on the suitability of a manuscript for publication. The aim was to improve the quality of scientific articles by engaging an "expert" to review the work, thus preventing the publication of manuscripts with flawed methodology or results [@bib1]. Critics of the peer-reviewing process claim that it increases bias because reviewers favor manuscripts from well-known authors or from institutions within their own country (geographical bias) [@bib58; @bib59]. Likewise, peer reviewers may discriminate against women (gender bias) [@bib60].

### 3.2.2. Evidence of effectiveness {#sec3.2.2}

We located two studies where blinded peer review had been compared with anonymous review, and the effect on geographical and gender bias was analyzed [@bib50; @bib51]. Many studies of blinded peer reviewers that focused on acceptance of manuscripts in general or on quality or speed of reviewing in general were not included in this review [@bib61; @bib62; @bib63; @bib64].

#### 3.2.2.1. Blinded peer review to reduce geographical bias {#sec3.2.2.1}

Two studies (one small randomized trial [@bib51] and one large before and after study [@bib50]) indicated that blinding peer reviewers reduced geographical bias (very low QoE).

The largest study compared the acceptance of 67,273 abstracts submitted to the American Heart Association\'s annual Scientific Sessions meeting in 2000 and 2001, when reviewers were aware of the name and institution of submitting authors, with the years 2002 through 2004 when abstracts were submitted anonymously [@bib50]. Blinding of the peer review process significantly reduced the likelihood of preferential acceptance of abstracts from US authors, from countries with English as the official language, and from prestigious institutions (*P* \< 0.001 for all comparisons). The acceptance rate of abstracts from women or men was equal for both open and blinded peer reviewers. In contrast, one smaller randomized trial of blinded peer review of 40 manuscripts submitted to the journal Dermatologic Surgery failed to detect significant differences between the blinded and unblinded reviewers on geographical bias: no significant differences were detected between rates of recommendations to accept, accept with revisions, or reject manuscripts from US or non-US authors [@bib51]. Unfortunately, this trial was underpowered to detect a small but important difference for this outcome.

3.3. Disclosure of CoI {#sec3.3}
----------------------

### 3.3.1. Theoretical background {#sec3.3.1}

Many studies have shown that financial CoIs lead authors to favor the drugs produced by certain pharmaceutical companies and present a biased view of the scientific evidence for therapies or to make recommendations that favor certain drugs [@bib54; @bib65; @bib66; @bib67]. We did not include studies in this review that showed that CoI leads to biased research results or guideline recommendations or studies reporting on the policies of journals or organizations on disclosures of CoIs. In this section, we summarize the evidence that an implemented CoI policy is successful in revealing actual conflicts.

### 3.3.2. Accuracy of disclosures of CoI {#sec3.3.2}

#### 3.3.2.1. Evidence of effectiveness {#sec3.3.2.1}

We located five studies that consistently showed that despite policies requiring authors and guideline panel members to disclose financial conflicts, between 8% and 29% did not reveal any conflict and up to two-thirds did not fully reveal their financial CoIs [@bib52; @bib53; @bib54; @bib55; @bib56]. The authors of the studies cross-checked the declarations of CoI with publically available information on the transfer of funds from pharmaceutical companies to doctors (e.g., Dollars for Docs) or from registries of patent applications or previous journal articles from the same authors with declarations (see [Table 2/Appendix](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} at [www.jclinepi.com](http://www.jclinepi.com){#intref0045}) for details. The QoE is low.

3.4. Open access {#sec3.4}
----------------

### 3.4.1. Theoretical background {#sec3.4.1}

"Open access" describes free access for all readers to publications of clinical trials in scientific journals (a system where users of the scientific literature have unlimited access to publications without paying subscription fees to the publishers of journals). To fund open-access journals, authors must pay "publication charges." Open-access publishing might reduce publication bias because more space is available in open-access journals for publishing negative and nonsignificant results. On the other hand, moving the burden of payment to the authors of publications may worsen the problem of publication bias if it acts as a barrier to authors deciding to publish trial results. Costs for authors are usually between one and two thousand Euros, and journals often offer discounts for authors from developing countries. Several funders of clinical research in Europe mandate open access to the results of studies that they sponsor and provide funds for the publishing fee [@bib1]. For readers of the literature, open access obviously provides more information for less cost.

### 3.4.2. Open-access publishing and geographical bias {#sec3.4.2}

#### 3.4.2.1. Evidence of effectiveness {#sec3.4.2.1}

One study provided two analyses that sought to determine whether authors from low- or middle-income countries are discouraged from publishing in open-access journals (a cross-sectional comparison of journal types and a before--after analysis of two journals that implemented open-access publishing) [@bib57]. The results are conflicting and very imprecise; however, they indicate that open-access publishing does not increase geographical bias (very low QoE). In detail, the before--after analysis of 485 articles from the two open-access journals (comparing the nature of articles before and after the change in policy) did not show any significant difference for authors from developing countries (OR 1.33; 95% CI: 0.7, 2.52). In contrast, in the cross-sectional comparison of four different infectious diseases journals at the same point in time (two subscription payers and two with open-access publishing fees of 1,230 US dollars), significantly fewer articles written by authors from developing countries were published in the journals with publication fees compared with the journals without publication charges (OR 0.25; 95% CI: 0.15, 0.41). This result is likely to be due to other confounding factors related to the differences between the journals.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The research and scientific community has been aware of and calling for solutions to address the problem of publication bias for many decades [@bib68; @bib69]. In 2010, Song et al., [@bib1] identified several possible interventions that may reduce publication bias. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review that sought to synthesize all the available empirical evidence for the effectiveness of these interventions. We located studies evaluating the success of only four measures, and the results of the studies we located indicate that we have made progress in the overall battle against publication bias but still have much work ahead. The only conclusions that we can support with low or moderate ratings for the quality of the body of evidence is that although the use of clinical trial registries has substantially increased since the ICMJE policy change in 2005, the problem of nonpublication of trial results and positive outcome-reporting is still pervasive and the data available to reviewers in registries are often not adequate for independent systematic reviewers to recognize this bias. Likewise, the evidence suggests that blinding peer reviewers can reduce geographical bias against non-US authors; on the one hand, this indicates a real potential to reduce related biases; on the other hand, the potential of blinding peer reviewers to impact on the larger problem of publication bias is unclear. We did not locate any direct evidence comparing the rates of declarations of CoI over time or a direct connection between CoI and a reduction in selective outcome reporting, for example; however, studies between 2006 and 2012 show a consistent and persistent pattern of inadequate declaration of financial CoIs. We found no studies on: research sponsors\' guidelines; right to publication; or electronic publication.

This review has some limitations. Initially, we concentrated our searches on databases; however, it soon became clear that in this complex field, the yield from electronic searches alone would be inadequate. We therefore extended our searches in a second phase to include snowballing techniques and approached experts for suggestions of eligible studies, as suggested by Greenhalgh and Peacock [@bib17] for systematic reviews of complex evidence. Nonetheless, we cannot be sure that we have detected every study of an intervention to reduce publication bias. Another criticism of our review might be that we did not include studies of interventions such a blinded peer review or disclosure of CoI where the measured outcome was not a reduction in bias. We used a "chain of evidence" approach and determined that an improvement in the quality of peer reviews or an increase in citation rates of open-access articles did not constitute a link on the chain to reducing publication bias. In comparison, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we included many studies on the completeness of trial registries or their uptake as registries represent an increasingly crucial link in the pathway of clinical trial results publication. Likewise, the success of CoI disclosure is important in evaluating its ability to decrease publication bias.

The evidence available on the effectiveness of interventions is limited because it is difficult to design and conduct good trials or natural experiments to test many of the interventions suggested by commentators to reduce publication bias (e.g., changes of whole systems like ethic commissions or changes to national regulations/laws). Nonetheless, some interventions that are often suggested would be amenable to testing in well-conducted studies. For example, one could compare the reporting of results including the accuracy of reporting of primary and secondary outcomes in open-access journals compared with subscription journals. Likewise, we could compare the availability of negative or nonsignificant results in open-access journals. We could analyze how many trial results become public before and after a change to funding or ethics commission rules. Likewise, we could more thoroughly analyze the effect of interventions to the peer review system on biases such as outcome-reporting or geographical bias. It seems reasonable that we, as advocates and practitioners of evidence-based medicine, would base our campaigns for specific measures to reduce publication bias on a reasonable level of evidence for their effectiveness.

A second implication of this review is that the one intervention that has been successful in its uptake (trial registries) is unfortunately weakened by lack of mandatory fields and lack of regulation to ensure that all data provided are complete and accurate and not altered---either during the course of a trial or after trial completion but before publication. In addition to mandating their use, responsibility for the enforcement of the quality of information entered into trial registries is required, as well as consideration of increasing the number of compulsory fields. We recommend that fully complete data in the mandatory fields of a trial registry should also be a prerequisite for ethic commission approval, for being considered for publication, and of funding for future clinical trials. Furthermore, it is necessary that there is one registry to find all conducted trials, such as the WHO ICTRP, where each trial has a unique identifier number. The impact of the policy of mandatory reporting of results of registered trials within 1 year of their completion, as required by US law [@bib70], needs to be evaluated further [@bib43].

Lastly, we did not locate any evidence regarding the mandatory disclosure of all trial data and in which format this data should be available. Many researchers now contend that this would be the ultimate panacea for the problem of publication bias, allowing independent persons to evaluate, interpret, and summarize the results of clinical trials [@bib71].

Supplementary data {#appsec1}
==================

Supplementary DataTable 2

This report is the result of work done in the UNCOVER project. The consortium that contributed to the UNCOVER project includes persons from the Austrian Institute of Technology Department for Foresight & Policy Development (Coordinating partner) and the UNC University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Gillings School of Global Public Health. A second report from this work package that provides a thematic analysis and stakeholder interviews regarding barriers and facilitators of measures to reduce publication bias has been published [@bib72].
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![Process from conception of a clinical trial to dissemination of the results with point of impact of interventions to reduce publication bias. Interventions to reduce publication bias as classified by Song et al. [@bib1] are shown in light gray boxes. The outcomes of the decision to disseminate results and their impact on "publication bias" are shown in black boxes (trial results are partially or fully publically available) or in dashed-line boxes, which represent trial results which are not available (nonpublication, or nondissemination). This is a simplification of a complicated social and organization system and some aspects of publication bias, such as gray literature and results available in abstract form are not reflected in this figure.](gr1){#fig1}
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###### 

Measures to reduce publication bias

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Research sponsors\' guidelines                                                           Guidelines such as the EU Clinical Trials Directive, the Declaration of Helsinki, and the CONSORT Statement have been developed so that researchers can follow the same sets of standards. Guidelines that stress the importance of reporting both positive and negative findings can help prevent selective reporting of outcomes.
  Prospective trial registration and mandatory availability of trial results in registry   Prospective registration of trials and mandatory reporting of results within 2 years is required by US law. This is an attempt to prevent the "file-drawer" problem of unfavorable results disappearing. Even without regulation to enforce publication of results, trial registries increase transparency. Since 2005, the ICMJE have applied a policy of accepting only manuscripts of trials that have been prospectively registered, however, not all medical journal adhere to the ICMJE policy.
  Right to publication                                                                     Ensuring that researchers, and not funders, have the proprietary right to publish results of research conducted in their clinics would reduce the "file-drawer" problem of unfavorable results never being published.
  Peer review                                                                              Targets for changes to the publication process might include the peer review process, mandatory disclosure of conflict of interest, or electronic publication. Peer reviewers have been criticized for rejecting manuscripts with negative or null results and for being biased toward their own country or language and one measure that might reduce this bias is blinding of peer reviewers.
  Disclosure of conflict of interest                                                       Disclosure of conflict of interest enables readers to determine whether the authors of a trial manuscript may have motives to present the results in a more favorable light (and may increase the readers\' suspicion of reporting biases).
  Electronic publication                                                                   Because of their unlimited size, electronic journals could accept all methodologically sound manuscripts regardless of the direction of the results (reducing positive outcome-reporting bias).
  Open-access policy                                                                       May mean open access to all trial results or the open-access publishing model---where authors pay a publishing fee and articles are freely available to all readers. The latter is a method to counteract the barrier of a "pay-wall" for users of the medical literature.
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Abbreviations*: CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; ICMJE, International Committee of Medical Journal Editors.

###### 

Summary of the evidence for interventions to reduce publication bias

  Intervention                                                                                                                                     Number of studies   Summary of evidence                                                                                                                                                       Quality of evidence[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
  Research sponsors\' guidelines                                                                                                                   None                No evidence located                                                                                                                                                       
  Prospective trial registration                                                                                                                   30 Studies          The use of trial registries has increased since implementation of the ICMJE policy in 2005                                                                                Moderate
  Selective outcome-reporting bias persists in 30--65% of published reports of trials despite registration                                         Low                                                                                                                                                                                           
  In approximately 50% of registry entries, it is not possible for readers/reviewers to detect outcome-reporting bias due to missing information   Low                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Mandatory to enter trial outcome/results data in registry                                                                                        1 Study             Only 22% of pediatric trials subject to the FDA Amendment Act 2007 had entered results after 12 months; however, only 10% of trials not subject to the act had results.   Very low
  Right to publication                                                                                                                             None                No evidence located                                                                                                                                                       
  Peer review                                                                                                                                      2 Studies           Blinding peer reviewers reduces geographical bias against non-US authors                                                                                                  Very low
  Disclosure of conflict of interest                                                                                                               5 Studies           Between 8% and 29% of authors did not reveal any conflict and up to two-thirds did not fully reveal their financial conflicts of interest                                 Low
  Electronic publication                                                                                                                           None                No evidence located                                                                                                                                                       
  Open access                                                                                                                                      1 Study             Open-access publishing does not increase geographical bias against authors from LMIC                                                                                      Very low

*Abbreviations*: ICMJE, International Committee of Medical Journal Editors; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; LMIC, low- and middle-income countries.

Quality of evidence determined using the GRADE system (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation).
